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FRACTIONS 
What does it mean to have 
equal parts? Can you show 

equal parts in different 
ways?

Essential Questions



LESSON 1 

What does it mean to have 
equal parts?

Let’s take a look!

Identifiying Halves, Fourths,and Eights

CLICK ARROW

https://www.loom.com/share/ceae3540e5784901a6dd7c0e93508954
https://jr.brainpop.com/math/fractions/basicpartsofawhole/
https://jr.brainpop.com/math/fractions/basicpartsofawhole/
https://streamable.com/9l88t
https://streamable.com/9l88t


LESSON 1 

https://www.loom.com/share/ceae
3540e5784901a6dd7c0e93508954

Identifiying Halves, Fourths,and Eights
Click the link below to learn about EQUAL and NOT 

EQUAL parts of a whole.

https://www.loom.com/share/ceae3540e5784901a6dd7c0e93508954
https://www.loom.com/share/ceae3540e5784901a6dd7c0e93508954
https://www.loom.com/share/ceae3540e5784901a6dd7c0e93508954


LESSON 2 

https://www.loom.com/share/5a65e76bb9894c46ac447
76a57967429

Unit Fractions and Regions
You can partition objects into EQUAL parts and name the 

parts using halves, fourths, and eighths.
Click the link below to learn more. 

https://www.loom.com/share/5a65e76bb9894c46ac44776a57967429
https://www.loom.com/share/5a65e76bb9894c46ac44776a57967429


LESSON 3 

https://www.loom.com/share/47053098ffcf47029b02e
59217b2cbfb

Non- Unit Fractions and Regions
A fraction describes the dvison of a whole into equal parts. The 
bottom number tells how many equal parts the whole is divided 
into. The top number tells how many equal parts are indicated. 

https://www.loom.com/share/47053098ffcf47029b02e59217b2cbfb
https://www.loom.com/share/47053098ffcf47029b02e59217b2cbfb


LESSON 4

https://www.loom.com/share/3e53656a751a4e85912e
e1283a96ce57

Equal Parts of a Whole
Can you use a fraction to show a whole?

    2        

         2 1

https://www.loom.com/share/3e53656a751a4e85912ee1283a96ce57
https://www.loom.com/share/3e53656a751a4e85912ee1283a96ce57


LESSON 5

https://www.loom.com/share/2253a27d6ec4417da17d599a61a518e6

Comparing Fractional Parts
Explain that the more fractional parts used to make a whole, the 
smaller the part and the fewer the fractional parts, the larger 

the part.

https://www.loom.com/share/2253a27d6ec4417da17d599a61a518e6


LESSON 6

https://www.loom.com/share/34b898dead30489f8830e
eee07208dd5

Counting Fractional Parts
Count fractional parts beyond one whole and recognize how many 

parts it takes to equal one whole.

Nine fourths is 
the same as 

two wholes and 
one fourth

https://www.loom.com/share/34b898dead30489f8830eeee07208dd5
https://www.loom.com/share/34b898dead30489f8830eeee07208dd5


LESSON 7

https://www.loom.com/share/af731d8fabdb4bec98575165979ad480

Problem Solving
Drawing a picture can be a useful strategy for understanding the 

relationship among the components in a problem. 

https://www.loom.com/share/af731d8fabdb4bec98575165979ad480


LESSON 8

Let’s review what we 
learned!

Review

Click to the next slide to 
reiew all about fractions!
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